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SUMMARY
Plan4Health connects communities across the country, funding work at the
intersection of planning and public health. Anchored by American Planning
Association (APA) chapters and American Public Health Association (APHA)
affiliates, Plan4Health supports creative partnerships to build sustainable, crosssector coalitions. The Kentucky Coalition for Healthy Communities seeks to
improve access to affordable, local produce and to increase opportunities for
physical activity for Kentucky residents age 45 years and older who live in rural
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for schools if the community
saw a benefit from our
facilities."
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The Kentucky Coalition for Healthy Communities will develop and leverage
partnerships to promote physical activity opportunities through the creation of
new programs and shared and joint-use agreements as well as increase access
to affordable fresh fruits and vegetables. The coalition will increase policies
conducive to community gardens as well as the number of community gardens
and partners to distribute produce. Resource packets containing information on
sites for physical activity, community gardens, and more will be created and
distributed to the target population.

RESULTS
The Coalition was successful in establishing open use agreements with schools in two different communities, including an indoor
gym in a county with very few resources for physical activity. These agreements were successful because the coalition worked to
develop partnerships through the year with different advocates within the school system, so when they were approached about
opening up their facilities to the community, they were more receptive to the idea. In addition, the coalition offered to help purchase
signs with rules for using the spaces, which put the administration more at ease with the idea. By opening up their facilities, schools
will help improve access to spaces for physical activity in these rural communities.

SUSTAINING SUCCESS
The schools will continue to carry the costs of maintaining their facilities, so this
initiative will definitely be sustainable after funding ends. The signs that will be
posted outside the facilities are printed on aluminum, so they will also last quite a
while. The coalition will also continue to advertise the availability of these
resources throughout the year to encourage the community to use them. The
coalition will be able to use these two communities as an example when
approaching other schools about opening up their facilities to the community.

Plan4Health is made possible with funding from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The views expressed in this success
story do not necessarily reflect the official policies of the CDC or imply endorsement by the U.S. Government. Learn more about Plan4Health
and the National Implementation and Dissemination for Chronic Disease Prevention project at www.cdc.gov/communityhealth.
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